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Being excited by intellectual reserves of the environment bringing us, being thoughtful about 

correspondent agents and phenomena intending to grant a historical aspect to day, being in need 

to a dignified conversation which was yesterday found in the sense world to create a sumptuous 

architecture, may force all architects to deliberate before creating their work and to have a fancy 

to see all sides as far as possible.  

Thus, the present article tries to recognize an architectural body of ancient Iran to set foot on a 

wide and complex way based on the former studies and enthusiasm to know concepts and 

reserves of the ancient architecture. To arrive the destination, we should turn our face to the 

heaven, use our hands as a sunshade against the past burning thoughts, watch the sun, inflame 

our inside fire, begin meditation and purification, appeal to soil holiness, and entrust our inner 

anguish to it. Here, it will arise, rear its firm pillars, keep the heaven between its hands, and give 

shelter the fire. 

 

Coincidence of time concept with fire temple architecture   

Ancient Iranians who were more engaged in thought and cosmic images in East territories than 

the West, wanted to see and recognize mysterious world of nature in a way which is still exciting 

and interesting to hear. Fire temple is one of these spaces and its purist elements, i.e. time and 

place, were renewed in relation to its main category.  

Ancient Iranians believed in relation between place and time: when "Jupiter created the creatures 

materially" granted it "fire from immense light, wind from fire, water from wind, ground from 

water, and all material existence of the world". The creator created all in the heaven as a castle 

and fort, as a house where everything is kept safe. The heaven was formed on six directions:" 

width of the base equals its length, its length is the same as its height, its height equals its depth, 

with the same sizes…". The heaven was pattern of the earth and the earth which was appeared 

after happiness and water was created circular, without ups and downs, with "length and width 

while the width was the same as the depth" and it was placed "exactly in the middle of the 

heaven".  

According to the data, there was a physical concept for time without passing of day, night, 

month, and year. It was not understood and defined out of time after the third great creator which 

was itself born by mysteries of universe.  

Ancient Iranians believed in a very eminent concept for time and know it superior than material 

existence of the world and the soul governing it. For them, time was the most powerful creator. It 

was time which was given birth to Jupiter.  

Ignoring how thought about time and endless time of Zurvan found its way to Zoroastrianism, 

stayed strongly during changes of Sasanian era, became the main pattern of Manichaeism, lasted 

by now at least relying on special religious sects such as Dahrieh, and affected Iranian art and 

literature schools, Zurvanism thoughts both directly and indirectly affected building of fire 

temples known as Archetype of Iranian architecture. What becomes important with some degree 

of deliberation is coincidence of concept of time and form in space of such Iranian architecture, 

i.e. fire temples.  

 

Effect of concept of benediction on concept of space  

Iranians who were able to recognize form and applications of place faced with wonderful 

mysteries in recognizing its transformations and, thus, believed in Zurvan as the most important 

contributor determining their and material world destiny. Zurvan, the endless time, was known 

stable from beginning to end of the world. He was the creature of everything including 

Ahouramazda and Ahriman. He became creature of finite time because when Ahriman went a 

head of Ahouramazda to his father- Zurvan- contrary to what was asked of him, to take position 

of his brother, i.e. kingship of the world, which was promised by Zurvan to his well-behaved son 

and when he could remind Zurvan's promise and ask for kingship of the world, he had no choice 

except to renew part of the endless time for a specific period of 9000 years and grant this part to 

them provided that they fight for salvation of Ahouramazda.  

Since creation story specially deals with darkness and lightness, night and day, filth and purity, 

stability and mobility in life space and considers rhythm of time and place variations as deep 

concepts, it contains points and elements make it possible to understand role of architecture.  



Recognition of the endless time as an undying force continuously creates based on a specific 

process and perception of this kind of creation as a matter its final and end point is manifested in 

eternal being of the endless time necessarily enhances imagination and dream power of Iranians 

and gradually releases them from fetters of the endless time relying on cosmic, periodical, and 

natural factors. Bond of faith and destiny was not lost and the purity which was initially found in 

the insight toward the space made for benediction is ornamented with this new insight. Although 

the phased-time concept maintains its symbolic and mythic aspects, affects life space 

development and changes architectural space so far as it relates to space of fire temples or the 

purist space for benediction. Core of benediction space is not reached directly and its 

exploitation is regarded as living in such a space. It is based on quality of phases and stages to 

welcome the desired and is a stage to isolate from the most shining moment of life and pass from 

it. Passing from phases embodied by a single cover spread by Urban all over the way which 

should be passed leads to creation of an architectural space taking benefit from hierarchies born 

together with glorification, praise, and sanctification. Open space of nature where the fire temple 

was located to be seen better is gradually conditioned to stages of being honored and farewell. 

The yards, entrances, and primary exhibitions are appeared and new ceremonies are celebrated in 

benediction space. Taking benefit from a dignified and comprehensive unity, the building of fire 

temple is phased and restricted in some parts and its unity is attributed to God. 

Summarizing the mentioned points, it may be stated that time accepts another distinguishing 

aspect after giving birth to and recognizing of finite time. Whether based on symbolic 

interpretation or beyond of modern social-cultural relations intended to be developed during 

Sasanian era, this distinguishing aspect of time takes a physical shape in three stages and is 

reflected in quality of fire temples. 

Fire temple was built as a public space especially before God and fire which was regarded as the 

most valuable life symbols (worldly & heavenly) of human- fortune connected Houshang to 

eternity of sun and depth of the earth to the highest point of the heaven dome- and was placed at 

its center, its flames-which should not never went out- were toward the heaven along with its 

elevation. The ever-shining sun was resembled to the worldly life scale of human and eternity 

was a symbol indicating to piety of human life on earth. Also, primary and genuine cosmologic 

thoughts of ancient Iranians, in their life domain and during an era where there was not any 

mental connection with other nations and peoples, resulted in innovation of a really conceptual 

building. The fire temple has four angles to demonstrate the furthest and unavailable points of 

the earth surface in the frame of tangible world in a tangible infinity, to find four geographical 

directions in junction of two earth axis, and know the sun as an element proclaiming whiteness 

and blackness, day and night, good and bad, brightness and darkness, and shadow during human 

life and their comprehensive reality and gives a new form to benediction and its space. Cosmic 

directions with their symbolic concepts find their way into the architectural space and all six 

affect the fire temples. Fire is replaced in the fire temple relying on its piety originating from 

ancient fictions- reminding Houshang- and its new role in resistance of fight in favor of 

brightness and goodness.  

Placement of fire between the earth and heaven (in axis of a building toward the heaven) and 

building fire place in outdoor space, under dome of the fire temple in a way that can be seen 

from far away and four directions of north, east, south, and west, indicates to realization of a 

deep thought.  

Non-recurring pattern  

Considering what was mentioned by now, the space was built by hands of ancient Iranians where 

to worship, generalize, and practice these concepts, individually or collectively, using their 

mental and cosmic data and findings, was a compiled and symbolic figure since all its 

evolutionary elements were created with a mental and thoughtful background. Human space, the 

space (architectural space of fire temples) built in any way and structure, takes benefit of a main 

and substantial turning point: Fire and its location. 

To access the analysis and assessment recognizing human in its materials and spiritual relations 

with natural environment, the most important and comprehensive product of human- its 

architecture- was introduced. Fire temple, the most important and attractive prototype of Iranian 

architecture, welcomes a four-arch in itself, takes benefit of it as a public space with a fixed 

concept, transforms it although it is driven from local variables (whether ecological, 

geographical, cultural, and civil), and may apply their patterns for long times even after that main 

intrinsic reasons of fire temples are lost.  
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